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Across
3. the boy will ...... or change the story to 

make it more intresting

5. the man made the.......... to the other man 

that he should get the orange tie

6. when the man performed.....he played a 

trick on the audiences eyes

11. the man will pay the..... and water bills 

this week

12. the girl didnt go on a walk because she 

was waiing on her food to .....

16. the boy is trying to ....... eating too much 

junk food

17. the ......... of the wires didn't go correctly 

he inserted the wire into the wrong hole

19. the......... showed the audience multiple 

magic tricks

21. the instructions said to ...... the wire into 

the hole

22. the ......... gave the dog a check up at the 

clinic

23. the woman decided to ....... the foster 

child on her birthday

24. the girl made an .......... that can do your 

chores for you

Down
1. thw woman had.....the the girl tried the 

vanilla bean latte

2. the ............ fixed the wires and put them 

in correctly

4. the ........ played music very well

7. the family took the dog to the dog ...... for 

a check up

8. the ......... of the story continued to distort 

and change throughout the years

9. the boy had a ............ disorder where he 

couldnt digest his food correctly

10. for the foster kid's birthday their foster 

parents signed their ...... adoption papers

13. people get the flu shot for ........ of the risk 

of the flu being higher

14. the island was left in ............ because 

everyone living there left

15. the girl played ...... for her to dance to

18. the man will..... a hat with pockets for 

food

20. the family will ....... the island and leave it

Word Bank
adoption clinic music suggestion digestion desertion invention suggest

insert clinician distortion insertion distort desert prevent electric

electrician digest prevention invent magic magician musician adopt


